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view of technical training. Our forefathers in the dark ages saved themselves by embodying high ideals in great organisations. It is our task, without servile imitation, boldly to exercise our creative energies, remembering amid discouragements that the coldest hour immediately precedes the dawn.
In response to a call from the President, Mr. P. ABBOTT gave his paper on: THE POSITION OF MATHEMATICS IN EDUCATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION.
IT would not be possible in the short time allotted to me for this paper to discuss any scheme of Educational Reconstruction which might appear to me as ideal. Indeed it is doubtful, notwithstanding the constant use which is made of the term, whether any reconstruction of our educational system, in the full sense of the word, is probable or even possible. But many reforms, some of them fundamental and far-reaching in their effects, are both possible and probable. It is with certain of these which, directly or indirectly, will materially affect the position of mathematics, that I propose to deal as far my limited time allows. Before that is done, it is essential that we should first examine, however briefly, the fundamental causes which are tending to produce change. They are, in the main, though not entirely, the outcome of the war, which has compelled us to scrutinise our systems and methods, and to test their values from the standpoint of efficiency. Also, in view of the increasing strain upon our national resources and the depletion of our reserves of wealth, we are compelled to eliminate all forms of waste both now and after the war.
Examining our educational system from these aspects, we cannot feel satisfied that all is well with it, and hence there is a very general feeling that it must be made more efficient. The country has been impressed with the efficiency of Germany, not only from the military point of view, but also in the matters of education, science and industry. With this has also come the realisation that peace will bring with it yet another struggle, in industry and commerce, not less fierce nor less intense than the present clash of arms. For that we must make due preparation.
Moreover, the war has led the average person to realise to what an extent science, and the applications of science to engineering, electrical engineering, chemistry and the like, have permeated our modern existence. There is evidence everywhere of an increasing desire to acquire some clear knowledge of these things, and especially that the youth of the nation shall be trained to understand them. A feeling for more scientific and technical education is growing, and is finding expression, not only by the usual signs in the press, but in the number of students, surprisingly large under the circumstances, who are attending our technical schools. Let our lady members note that this movement is not confined to the male sex, for women students are beginning to make their appearance in our classes in engineering, electrical engineering, architecture and industrial chemistry. There has begun a shifting of the centre of gravity in education towards science and technology, and this cannot fail to influence the teaching of mathematics.
These are some of the currents and movements which are making for changes, and we must be prepared to take account of them if mathematics is to occupy its proper position in our educational system. We must not assume that changes which may be the outcome of these movements will mean any deterioration in our standards or any lower-B3 ing cf ideals. We can adapt our mathematical teaching to scientific and technical requirements, we can mould it so that its applications and examples are closely related to our civic life and to the phenomena of our environment, and we shall profit by the change.
SPECIFIC REFORMS.
Of the specific reforms which will result, or may result, from the causes to which I have alluded, I propose to deal only with four as being those which will mostly directly influence the teaching of mathematics. These are:
(1) Compulsory attendance at day continuation classes of all boys and girls to the age of seventeen or eighteen.
(2) Re-adjustment of curricula. The most important of these and the most far-reaching in its consequences is the first, viz. compulsory attendance at day continuation classes. I am not concerned for the moment with the extremely difficult questions of all kinds which such a reform will raise; nor can I stop to point out how it will effect secondary, technical and university education. I will merely assume that it is a reform which will probably be accomplished, and which we must therefore be prepared to consider in so far as it will affect the teaching of mathematics.
The fundamental fact for our consideration seems to me to be thisthat, for the first time, there will come under the control of the state the continuous education of every boy and girl between infancy and the age of seventeen or eighteen. This opens up great and attractive possibilities in regard to the expansion and continuous development of the various subjects of the school curriculum. Consider, for example, the case of mathematics under the existing atrophied system of state education, in which the instruction of the majority of the nation ceases abruptly at the age of thirteen or fourteen; it is usually impossible to attempt anything more than ordinary arithmetic. But with the accomplishment of the reform which I have indicated, it will be possible for practically every boy and girl in the country to receive a continuous and methodically developed course in the fundamentals of mathematics. I would, therefore, like to place this proposition before you.
T'hat under a system of compulsory continued education to the age of seventeen or eighteen, a minimum course in mathematics should in general forrm an essential part of the curriculum of every boy and girl.
Such a claim cannot be put forward unless it can be justified on grounds which are sound from an educational point of view, and convincing to the public. There are other subjects in the curriculum for which expansion will be sought, and the case for mathematics must be a strong one if it is to be treated as is suggested.
The claim can only be maintained if the course of mathematics, which is proposed, conforms in the main to the movements and requirements which I have previously indicated, and at the same time is educationally sound. It seems to me, therefore, that any such course must be based upon the following fundamental principles:
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF A MATHEMATICS COURSE.
(1) It should provide the mathematics required for an elementary scientific and technical training.
(2) It should include a suitable amount of training in abstract reasoning.
(3) It should largely be based upon experimental work in the early stages, and to a less extent in the later stages, and should include a training in accurate measurement and the use of measuring instruments.
(4) It should provide such mathematical knowledge as is necessary for the intelligent discharge of the duties of a citizen.
(5) It should at every stage be closely associated with the environment of the child and such phenomena of life as are within his comprehension.
The essential characteristics of the course should be, that it should be thorough and practical. We should not attempt to cover too much ground, but what is done should be so thorough that mathematics becomes to the pupil a tool which he can use with confidence and certainty.
A course which will satisfy the conditions which I have laid down can only be arrived at after careful and prolonged consideration; but, as it is necessary to provide material for discussion, I will proceed with considerable hesitancy to outline such a scheme. Geometry. Study of a small compact body of the more important truths which occur in elementary geometry.
Notes. 1. Much of the arithmetical work would be founded upon experiments performed by the child. Mensuration would provide a number of such experiments, but the work should not be confined to small manufacturers' models, but should extend to objects which occur in everyday life.
2. Similarly, mensuration and the phenomena of a child's life may be used to provide examples of formulae, so that, in the first instance, the child learns to manipulate formulae which he has himself constructed, and which have some concrete meaning to him.
3. Solids would be extensively used throughout, especially in geometry, the study of which ought to begin with solids.
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
Such is the kind of minimum course in mathematics which is suggested as being generally suitable for those who will pass through the primary and continuation schools, i.e. the bulk of the nation. But in the case of secondary schools it has always been possible, of course, to secure a continuous course of mathematics extending over a period of years. The only question which we have to consider is -what will be the effect on the course of the new movements and conditions to which I have alluded ? The full consideration of this is not possible within the limits of this paper. But there are a few general observations which I may be permitted to make.
In the first place, one of the effects of the introduction of compulsory continuation schools will probably be an increase in the average duration of the school life in the secondary schools. Thus the total amount of time available for mathematics will be increased. In the second place, it is just as necessary that the secondary schools should take account of those movements and tendencies of which I have spoken, as the primary and continuation schools, and the mathematics must be moulded accordingly. A considerable amount of the existing teaching of mathematics in our secondary schools is in need of radical improvement. It is out of touch with modern developments, it is lacking in vitality, and it is disappointing in its results. It fails on the side of utility, while as a form of mental training it is a sham. Reforms must, I think, follow the lines indicated above. On examining the principles previously enumerated as governing a minimum "course in mathematics," I cannot find anything which can be disregarded when the secondary school course is considered. Nor, if the minimum course itself be examined, will it be found that there is anything which can be omitted in the case of secondary schools. The only material difference would be that a greater amount of mathematics would be attempted in the secondary school, and, consequently, additions would have to be made to the minimum course, additions which would have in view the needs of those who would proceed to higher work at the university, or higher technical institution, or the like. It should also include a course in mechanics, treated, in the main, experimentally.
Moreover, it is most undesirable that there should be any material difference in the nature of the mathematics taught in the two systems. There will be difference in method of treatment, in the distribution of the emphasis, and in the omission or inclusion of certain topics. But it is imperative, I submit, that in any scheme of reconstruction the general treatment of the subject should be on similar lines. Education will not end in all cases even with the continuation school or the secondary school. In technical education, at least, the products of both will go on together to higher work, and hence true coordination is essential or there will be discordance, waste, and loss of efficiency.
It may reasonably be objected that the teaching of mathematics along the lines which I have indicated is scarcely possible under the existing conditions of examinations, staff and equipment. But we are assuming that there is going to be some reconstruction of our educational system, and hence I venture to mention, briefly, certain changes which I believe to be necessary if the teaching of mathematics is to be placed upon a satisfactory basis.
EXAMINATIONS.
In the first place our examinations need further reforms. On that point I need say nothing to this Association, in view of the strenuous efforts it has made to secure reforms in this direction, happily with a considerable measure of success. All the signs of the times go to show that important reforms are probable in the near future which will materially affect all school examinations, and there is good reason for hoping that they will not be quite such a brake upon progress as they have been in the past.
MATHEMATICAL LABORATORIES.
The practical work in mathematics and mechanics which is advocated in this paper will necessitate a certain amount of apparatus and equipment. The only really effective way of dealing with this is to equip special mathematical laboratories. The equipment need not be expensive, nor the apparatus elaborate. Much of it is better made on the spot, and for many purposes models constructed by the pupils themselves are much to be preferred to the manufacturer's elaborate, varnished, standardised productions. If a specially fitted laboratory cannot be obtained, it might be possible to set aside a room to be used specially for practical work. Failing that, much can be accomplished in the classroom, but I would like to urge strongly that, in considering any scheme of reconstruction in mathematical teaching, a mathematical laboratory should be regarded as essential.
TRAINING OF TEACHERS.
My last proposal deals with the teacher himself, and with his training as a teacher. It is, I venture to think, a grave defect in our educational system that there has been an almost complete lack of training in the case of teachers entering the secondary and technical branches of the profession. There has been practically no provision whatever for the training of technical teachers, while among secondary teachers a comparatively small number of women and a still smaller number of men have been trained.
It is a curious circumstance that while most would agree that teaching is one of the most highly skilled of the professions, yet so little is done to ensure the proper acquisition of that skill. In this connection it cannot be too widely known that after 1920 nobody will be accepted for registration by the Teachers' Registration Council unless he or she has undergone an approved course of training. To decry, as I have heard some do, the necessity for a pedagogical training is to make the admission that the profession is not a highly skilled one, a fatal obstacle to securing proper recognition and status for any profession. To carry the matter further, it is not only necessary, in my judgment, that a teacher should be professionally trained, but if he is to be a "specialist " teacher, and most are specialists in these days, he should receive a "specialised " training. For example, a man or a woman who intends to be a teacher of mathematics should not only receive a general pedagogical training, but should also be trained to teach mathematics. This would also, I think, mean that his knowledge of mathematics should be broader and more general than that of the man who intends to become a mathematician pure and simple. For example, he might make some study of statistics or public finance; he should also have received some training in some branch of science or technology in which the application of mathematics figure prominently. Conversely, the teacher of physics or engineering should go through a special course in mathematics. In this way only will we secure effective correlation of mathematical and scientific teaching, an ideal which is so easily and glibly spoken of, but which, in practice, so seldom exists. Perhaps this last of my points is the most important of all. Take care of your teacher and education will take care of itself.
The President called upon Mr. C. J. L. WAGSTAFF for his paper on:
SHOULD WE CONTINUE TO TEACH GEOMETRY ?
GEOMETRY in a Mathematical Syllabus seems to me to occupy much the same position that Greek does in the Classical. The two have similar merits and similar defects, and I am doubtful whether either deserves its place except in specialist classes.
With no ill-will to the Classics, many believe that classical teaching absorbs too much time. Some assert that while few boys acquire anything of real value from it, many are made dull and listless, and, after suffering from a diet of stones when their desire was for bread, come to regard all school work as distasteful and valueless: eventually, without exactly knowing why, they will come to despise their school education as their parents do.
It is not my business now to discuss Greek, but as those who live in glass-houses should not throw stones, I think members of the Mathematical Association, and especially those who are in any way connected with education, should look round carefully to see if their own dwellings are stone proof. For myself, I must acknowledge, after much sorrowful reflection, that almost everything that "reformers " say, of Greek, I am compelled to say of geometry.
Both are excellent: intellectual delights, humanising influences; mental gymnastics, and so on ad nauseam. But only to the very few does either appeal at all. Neither is taught with any useful end in view. The ordinary boy learns nothing from geometry and regards it as pompous rubbish. Why should he "prove " that two sides of a triangle are greater than the third, that the opposite sides of a parallelogram are equal-except to please his master, or rise above the middle of his class ? He knows most of the facts quite well and regards them as obvious.
We tell ourselves that geometry is excellent training in reasoning and logic, but other branches of mathematics give the same training in much more instructive and useful form; and further, geometrical reasoning is of such a particular kind and based on such restricted premises as to be useless in our daily life. We have no special confidence in the judgment of a geometrician in questions of practical politics.
Perhaps I shall prevent miisconception if I indicate what I mean by geometry. I do not mean mensuration and practical measurement, nor do I mean the study of geometrical conics. But there is a ladder which is used to connect the two, and it is that which I have in mind. I believe it wrong to put boys to climb it who we know will fail to reach the top. Let the few boys we think may climb it have their chance, but don't spoil the ninety-nine for the sake of the hundredth.
The ninety-nine-if for them we abolish the ladder-will still have their useful knowledge of geometry. They won't walk home by curly paths from ignorance of the properties of a straight line, and they will still measure the diagonals of their picture frames to test their figure prominently. Conversely, the teacher of physics or engineering should go through a special course in mathematics. In this way only will we secure effective correlation of mathematical and scientific teaching, an ideal which is so easily and glibly spoken of, but which, in practice, so seldom exists. Perhaps this last of my points is the most important of all. Take care of your teacher and education will take care of itself.
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